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WINI'ER sroRM DECEMBER 14-15, 1987 -- WESI'ERN AND IDRTHERN TILIOOIS 

1. Introduction 

Jarnas J. Lebda 
National Weather Service Forecast Office 

Chicago, Illinois 

In 1987, a p::Merful winter stonn blasted p::>rtians of Illinois late on 
December 14th arrl early on the 15th. The stonn was the nost intense in northern 
Illinois since the blizzard of January 13, 1979. 

The stonn produced a band of very wet, heavy sn~ ranging in depth fran six 
to 12 inches across p::>rtions of western and northern Illinois. The axis of the 
heaviest = in Illinois stretched fran just west of Chicago to near Rockford 
and Quincy. The six-inch or greater ~all acctmrulation line extended north 
and west of a line fran south suburban Chicago to just west of Springfield to a 
p::>int about 60 mi north of St. Louis. 

At the peak of the stonn, during the early norning of the 15th, nost of 
western arrl northern Illinois experienced a carrbination of thunderstonns, snow, 
sleet, sane freezing rain and a few cases of h:iil. Very strong winds also 
developed during the late night of the 14th arrl early on the 15th when surface 
pressures plunged as the stonn occluded and rroved northward across Illinois. 

By 9:00 a.m. local t:iire (15Z) the surface pressure at O'Hare International 
Airp::>rt plUlll!Eted to 981 rrb (28.95 in.) and established an all t:iire record 1~ 
pressure for the nonth of December. Nearby Glenview Naval Air Station recorded 
a 1~ reading of 979 rrb. 

2. Synoptic Developrent 

The stonn began to organize as a 1004 rrb 1~ pressure center orer southwest 
Arkansas en the evening of the 14th which then raced northeast at 50 kts. As 
the 1~ center turned nore northerly to track just west of the southern tip of 
Illinois by midnight it deepened to 993 rrb. The 1~ continued north across 
Illinois during the late night, intensified explosively, sl~ed to 20 to 25 
kts as the 1~ was located about 60 mi southwest of Chicago by 6:00 a.m. (12Z) 
on the 15th. 

In the six hours between midnight and 6:00 a.m. on the 15th the pressure at 
O'Hare dropped at an extrerre rate to 984 rrb. This was a total six-hour fall of 
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24.3 mb, or nearly 3/4 of an inch of rrercury (see the barograph trace for WSFO 
Chicago, Figure 1) • 'I'he low was located just west of Alpena in northern lower 
Michigan by 6:00 p.m. (OOZ) on the 15th. 

3. Special Stonn Features 

'!'here were nany interesting, unusual, and unique features of this stonn. 
'I'hese included: 

(1) An extre:nely rapid intensification of the storm oc=red as it rroved 
north across Illinois during the late night. SUstained winds of 40 to 50 mph 
with gusts up to 60 to 70 mPJ. were accanJ;Snied by widespread anbedded thunder
storms aver areas that were also receiving heavy snow, sleet ani hail (3/4 in. 
hail was reported at Joliet in northeast Illinois). 'I'he thunderstorm activity 
was of an unusually long duration for a winter stonn of this nature (a number of 
official Weather Service locations in northern and western Illinois observed 
occasional tlnmder aver a two to four hour tine J;Eriod) • 

(2) Extre:nely strong UPJ;Er air dynamics caused the surface low to occlude 
ani deepen rapidly as it p..1shed into northern Illinois, which resulted in the 
warmer air initially to the southeast of the low center being shunted to the 
east of the stonn aver Indiana. 'I'he occlusion process set up sane unique condi
tions which allowed precipitation to rerain rrainly snow, or a mixture of snow 
ani sleet, near ani along the actual stonn center's p3.th over northeast Illinois 
(not the typical situation where a rain-snow line extends well back to the 
northwest of a northeastward bound low center) • 

(3) A vigorous 500 mb short wave rroving cut of the south central P.J.ains ,J 
on the evening of the 14th becarre a closed 500 mb low that moved aver Chicago on 
the =rning of the 15th (the heaviest sn= over Illinois was nearly coincidental 
with the closed circulation at 500 mb. M3.ximum vorticity values at 12Z on the 
15th were analyzed with extreme values of 36 x lo-5 sec-1 analyzed just to the 
south of Springfield. 'I'he p3.ths of the surface, 850, 700, ani 500 mb lows all 
rroved northeast to near or over Chicago early on the 15th and the associated 
speed rraxirra or jet south of the 500 mb low/trough ranged fran 100 to 125 kts 
during the 48 :tDurs leading up to and including the :J;Eriod of the stonn 
(14/1200Z-16/0000Z). 

(4) 'I'he December 14-15th stonn showed an interesting center that was very 
"tightly wound" with very strong pressure gradients. The associated winds and 
pressure drops were akin to that of an approaching tropical stonn or minirral 
hurricane. This seared to be especially true when the system reached its :];Eak 
intensity as it approached Chicago. In the vicinity of Chicago, winds before 
the center's arrival were frequently gusting above 50 mPJ_ ani sanetimes reached 
60 to 70 mPJ_. Thunderstonns with snow, sleet, and sane hail were widespread 
across northern Illinois and lasted on ani off for up to a fe.o~ hours prior to 
the stonn center's arrival. As the center IIOITed overhead, winds suddenly became 
light or calm and skies becarre p3.rtly cloudy in places. 1'1inds shifted ani wind 
S:J;Eeds and pressures increased sharply as the low p.!Shed northeast <May fran the 
area (tlnmderstorms ended after the center p3.ssed off to the northeast). 
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Figure 1 Barograph trace WSFO Chicago, Illinois (2 N WSO ORD). P.ressure and t:irre 
correlations to above chart not applied. 
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4. Eerforrnance Characteristics of the NGM M:xlel - A Canp:trison of the NGM 
M:xlel with Observed COnditions 

The Nested Grid M:xlel (NGM) m:xiel output for 12, 24, 36, and 48 hour fore
casts charts were used for detennining eJq:eeted J;aths of the 500 mb, 850 mb, and 
surface la-.~ centers. These projected J;aths were canp:~red to the observed la-; 
pressure center J;aths. S.r;:ecial emJ;ilasis was placed an the tille frarre around 
15/1200Z during which was the critical x:eriod that the stoz:m affected Illinois. 
NGM features of :imp:lrtance over Illinois or within proximity of 400 n rni proxim
ity of Illinois were evaluated in two steps beginning with the initial 13/1200Z 
NGM nm and ending with the 15/0000Z run. 

First, the actual stoz:m center rrovements for the 500 mb, 850 mb, and sur
face levels were plotted an a standard weather plotting chart at 12 hour inter
vals, for the 48 hour period prior to 15/1200Z (the tiire of the peak intensity 
of the stonn to affect Illinois). Surface la-.~ pressure center positions were 
plotted every hour as it rroved through Illinois. 

Secondly, the observed stoz:m center location points were connected by a 
line that closely approxine.ted the stonn's actual J;ath. Next, NGM 12, 24, 36, 
and 48 hour progged la-.~ center positions were plotted en the sane weather plot
ting chart and the points were cormected. Finally, the 12, 24, 36, and 48 hour 
NGM predicted J;aths were canp:~red to the stoz:m's actual J;ath. 

Canp:triscns were Il8.de only for that segment of the J;ath that directly 
crossed Illinois. The Can);Elrisan of the stoz:m's la-; center J;ath consisted of 
the "track's closest approach" and "average distance between tracks, using NGM 
J;aths versus observed J;aths. CanJ;arisons of the NGM and observed J;aths were 
rrade for four different NGM initial runs, beginning with the 13/1200Z run and 
ending with the 15/0000Z run. 

At the peak of stoz:m intensity over Illinois, la-.~ center J;Oint to J;Oint 
location and intensity can);Elrisons were Il8.de for 15/1200Z (NGM forecast la-.~ 
center J;Osition locations and intensity at 15/1200Z versus the cbserved location 
and intensity). In a similar rranner, the NGM 850 nb temperature forecast over 
northern and westem Illinois were canp:~red to cbserved 850 mb temperatures for 
15/1200Z. 

4 
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The table below summarizes the results of the above discussion while 
Figures 2-5 graphically depict these comparisons. 

TABLE 1 
Comp3.risons of NOM to Observed Conditions 

N3M Run-Tirre CA X pp I TT8 

13/1200Z 
(LT 48 h:Jurs) 

500 rrb 
850 rrb 
SFC 100 + (NV) 

14/1200Z 

110 + (NV) 

210 w 
140 NV 
120 w 

+3 
+7 

+17 

(LT 36 h:Jurs) 

500 rrb 
850 rrb 
SFC 

14/1200Z 

120 + (NV) 
40 + (NN) 
25 + (NV) 

140 + (NV) 
90 + (NN) 
40 + (N'l) 

200 I'm 
90 Wt-W 

120 sv 

+3 
+4 

+12 
+4 to +7 

(LT 24 h:Jurs) 

500 rrb 
850 rrb 
SFC 

15/0000Z 

30 + (NV) 
10 + (NN) 
10 - (E) 

90 + (NN) 
C/O 

40 - (E) 

120 sv 
0 

90 SSE 

+8 
+2 
+9 

-1 to +3 

(LT 12 h:Jurs) 

500 rrb 
850 rrb 
SFC 

10 + (N'l) 
5 - (SE) 

75 - (SE) 

25 + (No~) 
10 - (SE) 
85 - (SE) 

90 sv 
35 NE 

100 SSE 

+8 
+3 

+10 
-2 to +2 

(NJI'E: CA, X, PP rreasured in nautical miles (n mil; I - Intensity for 500 rrb 
and 850 rrb in decameters (dm) and for SFC in millibars (riD) ; TT8 - Temp 850 rrb 
in degrees Celsius (C) • Deviation of NOM path from observed (+) Left ••• (-) 
Right. 

Definition of Terms: 

CA "Track's Closest Approach" - Conpa.rison of the closest approach 
of the NOM's forecast low center's path (500 rrb, 850 rrb, SFC) to 
the actual path (canpa.rison rrade only for the Illinois :r;:ortion of 
the low center's path). Closest approach rreasured by taking a 
line ronral to the NGM' s path and projecting the line to a p:>int 
where the line was closest to that of the observed low center's 
path (tinE-distance relationshiJE were rot rrade - only the paths 
were comp3.red). In the event the tracks of the NGM forecast path 
crossed orer the cbserved path, reference is rrade as to "cross 
over" (C/O). "Looking" damstream along the stonn' s cbserved 

5 
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IRth was detennined for the p:>int at which the "closest approach" 
oc=red (the direction of the :torn fran the observed was also 
listed). 

X "Average Distance Between .Faths" (n mil -Between NGM's prog lav 
center's IRth arrl observed lav center's IRth for only that p:>r
tion of the lav crossing Illinois (the left (+) or right (-) 
deviation of the NGM IRth fran the observed IRth was determined 
by "looking" dc:MnStream along the observed pzth and naking the 
canpzrisons). A direction carq::arison was also nade of the 
IRths. 

PP "Ibint to Ibint" - Ccrnp:rrisons of the NGM's progged lav center 
p:>sitian to the observed lav center p:>sitian at 15/1200Z (near 
the tine of the stonn's J;Eak intensity while 01rer Illinois). The 
direction of the NGM' s lav center forecast p:>sition was deter
mined in relation to the actual p:>sition. 

I "Intensity" - Canpzrisan of the :torn's lav center intensity at 
15/1200Z to the observed lav center intensity ( (+) NGM higher 
than actual observed, (-) NGM laver than observed). 

Tl'8 "850 mb Ten);Erature Field CcrniRrison" - Conp:trisan of NGM 850 mb 
forecast temperatures for 15/1200Z to observed 850 temperatures 
over the entire field of northern and western Illinois. Tempera-
tures given as a range over the field ( (+) NGM higher than J 
observed, (-) NGM laver than observed). 

LT "Lead Tine" - Tine referenced fran each individual NGM initial 
run-tine to the tine of the J;Eak intensity of the stonn to affect 
Illinois (about 15/1200Z). 

5. O:mcl uding Renarks 

The runs of the :torn rrodel 24 to 36 hours prior to the stonn affecting 
Illinois, all surface, 850 mb, 700 mb, and 500 mb forecasts of stonn center 
tracks were t= far to the west or northwest of the actual track and p:>sitions. 
In addition, the rrodel did not deepen the stonn adequately at all levels. These 
factors led to predicted 850 mb tenJ;Eratures and 1000-500 mb thickness values 
that were t= high arrl implied Irore rain or mixed precipitation northwest of the 
surface center's track than was actually cbserved. In fact, the stonn deepened 
dranatically such that the precipitation over northern and western Illinois 
rarained Irostly Si1a'l. M..Ich of the heavy Si1a'l fell in areas where cmrvection, in 
the fonn of induced "thunderSI1a'l," occurred because of the extrerre rapid deep
ening of the stonn. 

Later :torn forecasts, 12 to 24 hours prior to the stonn affecting Illinois, 
were Irore closely an track with up);Er air and surface features (as would be 
expected). These forecasts, however, tracked the surface lav near or to the 
east of the actual track - just the opp:>site of earlier prog nms! Forecast 
surface pressures, however, were still considerably t= high (10 rtb), while 
surface lav SJ;Eed was t= slav. Temperatures and thickness values were again 

10 
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too high initially and this was likely a reflection of the rrodels west or 
nortbwest ];OSition of the 500 nb l<M. 

As a general statement the NGM rrodel urrlerforecast the intensity of the 
stonn at the surface, 850 nb, and 500 nb levels. "Dynamic cooling" as the stonn 
intensified was also urrlerforecast. The rrodel rroved the upper level centers too 
far to the west and nortbwest. It also did the sarre with surface features on 
earlier runs. On shorter lead tine forecasts, h:Jwever, the NGM tracked the 
surface features too far east. 

11 
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ffiRFORMANCE OF LFM/N3M FORECASI' TEM:PERA'IURES FOR ORD - SHUNG 1988 

1. Introduction 

Jane A. Hollingsworth 
National Weather Service Forecast Office 

Chicago, Illinois 

Maxiroum/minimum tarq;erature guidance for O'Hare International Airp:>rt (ORD) 
derived fran J:oth the Nested Grid Model (N3M) and Limited-Area Fine Mesh rrodel 
(LFM) was canr:ared to actual readings fran ORD for the spring (March-May) of 
1988. 

The deviations between predicted values by the rrodels and cbserved high/lew 
tarq;e:ratures at ORD were canputed, and analyzed to obtain a m=an absolute error 
(MAE) for p:riods 1-4. Also, the nlll!'ber of times in rech r:ariod that the devia
tion between forecast and observation was greater than so was calculated, as 
well as the nlll!'ber of times the difference exceeded 10°. 

The MAE for a r:articular r:ariod was obtained by ave:raging the absolute 
values of those deviations. A mean value by nonth for J:oth NGM/LFM rraximum and 
minimum values was canputed. 

2. Results 

One of the Il'Ost praninent results of this analysis was that J:oth rrodels 
forecast tarq;e:ratures that were consistently too cool for the Chica.p area. In 
fact, ur:on examination of the data, where differences of greater than so oc
curred, 65 r:arcent of the forecasted rraximum tarq;e:ratures were too cold, and 63 
p:rcent of the exr:acted minina were too lew (Table 1) .1 

Table 1 
For Model Deviations Greater Than + 5° % Too Cold 

March Max 79% April Max 59% May Max 58% 
Min 75% Min 55% Min 60% 

1 This oold bias was extreme in March (79 p:rcent of the rraximum tanp:ratures 

·.~ 

75 p:rcent of the minina) but became much less pronounced in April and May. ~·· 
Also, l:oth March and May were al:out 20 wanner than nonnal for the nonth, 
while April was .so warmer. 

12 



() A co:npl.rison of the 12 hour versus 48 hour forecast shCMs that the MAE was 
lavest for :.:eriod 1, and higher for period 4. Not surprisingly, :.:eriod 1 MAE 
errors were la-;er than the MAE's of all of the other :.:eriods (see Table 2) • 

Table 2 
Mean Absolute Errors for PD 1 versus FD 4 

FD1 LFM NGM FD4 LFM NGM 
Max 4.5 5.1 Max 5.1 5.6 
Min 3.5 3.5 Min 4.6 4.1 

Minimum tem:.:erature forecasts produced by the rrodels were significantly 
better overall than were the forecasted rraxirna. The MAE for both rrodels through 
the spring came out to 5.lo for highs, and 4.oo for la-;s, with the greater 
difference evidenced on the NGM data (see Table 3) • 

Table 3 
Mean Absolute Error for Spring 

LFM NGY! 

Max 4.8 5.4 
Min 3.9 4.1 

Forecasts of minimum temperatures improved significantly between March and 
May. In March the MAE for minimum temp=ratures was 4.9o, but by May that had 
dropped to a res:.:ectable 3.1° (see Tables 4, 5, and 6). 

Table 4 
Mean Absolute Errors for March for Deviations 

FD 1-4; ORD/Models (Absolute Value) 

LI'M NGM 
Max Min Max Min 

FD1 3.7 4.4 5.9 3.7 

FD2 4.9 4.9 6.5 4.9 

FD3 5.4 4.5 5.4 4.5 

FD4 5.6 5.7 6.0 6.3 

13 



Table 5 
Mean Absolute Errors for April for Deviations 

ID 1-41 ORD/M::Jdels (Absolute Values) 

LFM NGM 
Max Min Max Min 

ID1 5.6 3.1 4.9 3.4 

ID 2 4.8 3.4 5.3 4.1 

ID 3 5.3 3.4 5.6 4.8 

ID4 5.7 4.2 5.9 5.8 

Table 6 
Mean Absolute Errors for May for Deviations 

ID 1-41 ORD/M::Jdels (Absolute Value) 

LFM NGM 
Max Min Max Min 

ID 1 4.1 3.0 4.4 3.3 

ID 2 3.7 3.1 4.8 2.7 

ID3 4.3 2.9 5.0 2.4 

ID4 3.9 3.9 4.8 3.6 

The number of extrene deviations, where forecast tanperatures were greater 
than 10° for the observed tanperature, also decreased significantly between 
March and May. There were approxinately ten times per model in March in which 
the minimum te:m;::erature deviation was extrene, but only half that number in May. 
A similar trerrl was observed to occur with the rraximum tanperature sample. 
Extrenes oc=red 16 tines per model in March, with only nine extreme cases by 
May (see Table 7). 

Table 7 
Number of Extrene Deviations (Greater Than 10ol 

March April May 
LFM NGM LFM NGM LFM NGM 

Max 14 18 13 16 7 11 

Min 11 8 2 8 5 4 
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Surmary of spring guidance J;:erfomance for ORD: 

March - 'Ihe rrodels were far too cold, overall, in March, and were 
better on minimum tenq::erntures. 'Ihe Ll'M was better for ~;eriod 1-2 
rraxirra. 

April - The rrodels ~;erfonned nearly identically, but were again much 
better on minimum forecasts. 

May - Similar to March ~;erfonnance, except not so oold. 'Ihe Ll'M was 
once again better on J;:eriod 1-2 rraxirra, and both rrodels were better on 
minimum tan~;erature forecasts versus forecast highs. 
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USEFULNESS OF 'IRE REM/IRK OF "BREI\KS IN 'IRE OVERCASI'" 'TO 
INDICATE THAT A WINI'ER STORM IS OVER IN COLORAOO SFRINGS, COLORAOO 

1. Introduction 

Robert J. Novak 
National Weather Service Office 

Colorado Spring, Oolorado 

This study was undertaken to detennine the validity of an empirical rule of 
thumb for ending winter storms at Colorado Springs. That rule states simply 
that =e sane fonn of brrek in the sky cover has occurred, the stonn is over 
and that no additional significant sncwfall will return. 

Research into the historic background of this rule g:>es back to at least 
the rerly 40's when B=terson Field was established. Military forecasters used 
it at that tirre. In fact, through conversations with earlier aviation buffs 
that flew into Ale:xander Field in the 1930's such rules of thumb were in use 
even then. Alexander Field was located at the north end of Colorado Springs. 
So this J;Brticular rule of thumb is at least 50 years old. 

Additionally, a review of the writings of earlier settlers or travelers 
that carre into the Pike' s B=ak area in the 1800 's turned up numerous accounts 
concerning :tow quickly winter stonns ended in the region. Conversely they also 
state hew quickly a stonn would hit. One of the earliest recorded fierce sncw 
stonns in the region oc=red April 30, 1858. A military expedition led bY 
Captain Randolf Macy got caught in the blizzard. He lost two men in this stonn. 
Later Captain Macy was to write "The Prairie Traveler: A Handbook for OVerland 
Expeditions." This l::x:lok was printed in 1859, and becarre a standard reference 
for westward travel. He advised, in the short chapter dedicated to this region 
••• "is to J:ESS through as quickly as J;X)ssible"... because of the fierce stonns. 
Other earlier references concerning quickly ending stonns can be found in l::x:loks 
written by Havbert, Frerront, Ruxton, and Pike. So this rule of thumb could had 
originated with Pike's visit to the region in 1806. 

In developing this study only sncw stonns that produced 3 or rrore inches of 
sncw were considered. The criterion used was that sane fonn of watch, warning 
or advisory would be in effect. Using three inches as the cutoff J;XJint kept the 
data rranip:.~lation fran becaning overwhelming. The ty}:es of remarks that were 
used carre fran the "rerrarks" section of the weather ooservation fonn. Rerrarks 
such as BINOVC, 'IHN srors IOVC, SUN/MJON IMLY VSB, were the rrain concern, as was 
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the ceiling becaning broken. Also considered was when the snow finally ended, 
and once ended did not return for 12 hours. All three inch plus sncw stonns 
since 1948 were investigated. 

2. The Findings 

A total of 168 cases since 1948 had 3. 0 inches or !lOre of recorded 
sncwfall. A breakd=n of the 168 cases of 3. 0 inches or !lOre sn=fall is given 
in Table 1. Using this sample, 12Z cases had recorded in column 13 of the 
surface observation fonn the follcwing types of remarks: BIN:JVC; SON/M:JCN DMLY 
VSB; THN SlOTS INOVC ••• etc. Thus, about 75 percent of the sample reported 
remarks. 

Table 1 
168 Sncwfall Cases (3 Inches or Greater) Since 1948 

3.0 to 5.9 inches ••• There were 113 cases or 67.26% 
6.0 to 8.9 inches ••• There were 29 cases or 17.26% 
9.0 to 11.9 inches ••• There were 7 cases or 4.17% 

12.0 to 14.9 inches ••• There were 8 cases or 4.76% 
15.0 to 17.9 inches ••• There were 5 cases or 2.98% 
18.0 or !lOre inches ••• There were 6 cases or 3.57% 

Given this sample, the following interesting results were Obtained: 

1. Sncw ended within an average of 212 minutes, or three hours and 32 
minutes, after the remark was first noted. 

2. Sncwfall did not return within 12 hours 93 percent of the time. 

3 • Of those tines when snowfall did occur there were six cases in which 
an inch or !lOre of sn=fall fell between the time BIN:JVC etc., was 
recorded and snow ended. This arrounted to only 4. 7 percent of the 
tine. 

4. The number of cases in which snow returned and snowfall of an inch or 
!lOre oc=red was 15. This arrounted to 11.8 percent of the time. 

Thus, after a remark (as identified above) was recorded, 88.2 percent of 
the tine sncw did not return within 12 hours nor did !lOre than an inch of sncw 
fall. This rray be considered the WORSE CASE SCENARIO. 

3. Conclusion 

The rule of thumb, once sane fonn of break in the sky cover oc=s the 
stonn is over and that no additional significant sn=fall will return, proved to 
be very accurate, 88-95 percent of the tine, depending on h:Jw one views the 
findings. No rratter what percentage is used, it appears that once it is over it 
is over! 

17 
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It is well lmo.m that just because the snow has ended at the Colorado .-. \. 
Springs aiq:ort, it res not necessarily ended for the entire region. A fierce . J 
storm may still be occurring across the Balmer Divide and in the extreme eastern 
sections of El Baso county. It is also well lmCM that even after a storm has 
ended, one may not be able to travel in any direction out of the city for a day 
or two. Hc:Mever, by terminating watches, warning and advisories in a timely 
manner, trustworthiness in the weather forecast may be maintained. HoJ;:efully, 
this study will prove useful in reducing the time between the ending of snowfall 
events in which three or rrore inches of sn= is either forecast or has occurred, 
and the termination of any watches, warning and advisories that may be in 
effect. 
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•••• A 0\SE Sl'UDY INVOLVING 'IHUNDERSI'ORM INITIATION •••• 

1. Introduction 

carl E. Weinbrecht 
National Weather Service Forecast Office 

Des M::lines, Iowa 

R=kwood and Maddox (1988) stated that "the synoptic scale envirol1!lEnt 
plays a greater role in the evolution or intensification of convective stonns 
than it does in initiation. The initiation seems to be closely related to the 
mesoscale processes. For example, if the synoptic scale is unfavorable for 
thurrlerstonns, convection still nay fonn as a result of the mesoscale processes 
but it is not likely to organize or intensify into a large thunderstonn 
systan." 

The following case study illustrates that without a favorable synoptic 
environment, only widely scattered thunderstonns developed in a very favorable 
mesoscale environrent. 

2. case StudY 

At OOZ on June 18, 1988, a mesoscale envirol1!lEnt very favorable to convec
tion occurred in western Iowa. A surface outflow boundary, resulting fran 
rrorning thurrlerstonns, extended fran just north of Norfolk, Nebraska to between 
Sioux City, Iowa and Qnaha, Nebraska to between Otturrwa, Iowa and Kirksville, 
Missouri (Fig. 1). Tanp::!ratures to the north of the outflow bourrlary were sane 
10° to 150p ccoler than to the south. 

At OOZ, the Bothwell ADAP programs (1988) irrlicated an unstable atrros;:here 
with LI as law as -11 centered in northeast Nebraska. There was no cap and 
surface wann air advection was oc=ring. Surface mixing ratios were high at 15 
g/kg and the surface rroisture flux convergence was along the surface outflow 
bourrlary (Fig. 2) • 

The OOZ law level thickness/mean wind chart indicated ample rroisture with 
dStl points of 120C. The 850-500 rnb thickness/stability chart indicated an 
unstable atrros;:here with a K index of 38 and a total total of 50 (Figs. 3 and 
4) • 

Although the mesoscale envirorxnent was favorable, the synoptic environnent 
was unfavorable for tlrunderstonn develop:rent over western Iowa. At OOZ, satel
lite inagery indicated a weak vorticity center about 30 miles to .the north of 
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Figure 1 Surface analysis for OOZ June 18, 1988. Outflav boundary/trough line indicated by dashed 
dot line, dew ];Dint analysis by dashed line. 
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Figure 2a Mesoscale analysis data fran ADAP program for OOZ June 18, 1988. 
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Figure 2b Same as Figure 2a. 
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Des M:>ines rroving srutheast at 25 knots. By 04Z, the vorticity nexinuml was 
located across northeast Missouri. Negative vorticity advection with subsequent 
sinking oc=red across western central Iowa fran OOZ to 06Z (Fig. 5). 

At 2330Z Des M:>ines radar showed oo ecroes over westem laNa (Fig. 6a). At 
0130Z one cell develop:d in Guthrie Cbunty in western central laNa along the 
outflow boundary (Fig. 6b). At 0230Z another cell develop:d in Crawford Cbunty 
(Fig. 6c) and by 0330Z several widely scattered cells were oc=ring in west 
central laNa and south central laNa close to the outflow boundary (Fig. 6d) • 
The thun:lerstonns then decreased in intensity as the J:oun:lary weakened and by 
06Z they had dissi!:ated (Fig. 6e). 

Forecasting of this event required a knowledge of the interaction between 
rreso and syooptic scale envirornents. The p.lblic forecaster issuing the fore
cast at 0220Z felt confident that a few thun::l.erstorms wo.lld develop but that 
their extent would be limited. 

3. References 

Bothwell, P. D., 1988: Forecasting convection with the AFOS data analysis 
programs (ADAP-Version 2.0). IDAA Tech. Marc lWIS SR-122, National Weather 
Service Southern Region, Fort Worth, TX. 

Rockwood, A. L., and R. A. M3.ddox, 1988: Mesoscale and synoptic interactions 
leading to intense convection: The case of 7 June 1982. Weather and 
Forecasting, l• 51-69. 
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Figure 5 Satellite interpolation message issued 0430Z June 18, 1988. 
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Figure 6a Des MOines radar charts for 2336Z June 17, 
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Figure 6b Des Mbines radar charts for 0130Z June 18, 1988. 
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Figure 6c Des MOines radar charts for 0225Z June 18, 1988. 
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Figure 6d Des Moines radar charts for 0326Z June 18, 1988. 
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Des Moines radar charts for 0533Z June 18, 1988. 
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"ANI'ICUIDANCE" -- ARE NUMERICAL MJDELS HURTING FORECASI'ING, OR KOl' BEING 
uriLIZED EROEERLY? 

1. Introduction 

Edward K. Berry 
National Weather Service Forecast Office 

Cheyenne, Wyaning 

All too often, especially during difficult forecasting situations, field 
forecasters encounter numerical model guidance that only complicates the fore
casting process. 'I'hat is, each numerical weather prediction (mP) model that is 
available to forecasters has a different solution about the future state of the 
atmos;:here -- defined here as "antiguidance" situations. This is especially 
critical when a public forecaster at a WSFO has to first decide what model (s) to 
use, and then make crucial decisions about issuing highlights such as Winter 
Stonn Watches and warnings, Flash Flood Watches, etc. Also included in t:t>.e list 
is simply deciding whether or not to "beef up" ,:articular elanents of a zone 
forecast (or even put something in such as a 20 :p=rcent chance of thunder
showers) • Many tines, irnp:>rtant decisions are then made by p.Jblic officials 
that, in tum, affect the lives of p:>ssilily millions of P=Qple. Obviously, if 
too many wrong decisions are made by p.Jblic forecasters, ms crediliili ty is 
questioned. 

With all the mP guidance available (ERL, RGL, AVN, and MRF -- to the 
WSFO's), it may be that many field forecasters have became too dependent on the 
numerical models. 'I'hat is, using the models without: (1) fully understanding 
their resolution and'pbysical ,:arameterizations, and (2), not first thinking 
about the structure of the initial state and its subsequent evolution before 
looking at the models. If this is the case, it seems that field forecasters 
could became "p:iWI'ls" of the me ccmputers. 

The p.!I1X)Se of this study is to illustrate "antiguidance" and to give same 
discussion about l:WiP. Additionally, an;:hasis will be given to field forecasters 
using their knCMledge and experience (including gaining rrore knCMledge, espe
cially of atrros;:heric dynamics) • No tangilile product for forecasters to use 
during "antiguidance" situations can be given here. Numerous verification 
studies of the models have already been p.Jblished (for example, see Meteorologi
cal O:p=rations Division Technical Note 88-1). HcMever, those findings will not 
hold in every forecasting situation. Understanding atrros;:heric dynamics and the 
'IWP models is the key to resolving "antiguidance." 

In this ,:a:p=r, same discussion of the causes of errors in atmos;:heric 
modeling is given. Afterwards, a brief surmary of the mp models from the 
Technical Procedures Bulletins (TPB' s) is presented. An example of "anti-
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guidance" then follews. Additional details of the NM::: rrcdels and principles of 
N\IP can be found fran the references given. 

2. Discussion 

a. Errors in Mo:ieling 

Errors in N'IP rrcdeling can be broken down into three causes. These 
are: (1) errors in detecting the initial state of the atmosphere, (2) errors 
involved with N'IP rrcdeling itself, and (3) atmospheric predictability. 

Errors in the initial state are the result of the lack of observations 
(esp:cially CNer data srarse regions such as the oceans and the Southem Hemi
sphere), an:l errors in the data itself. Finally, there rray be objective analy
sis and initialization errors. Initial state errors are scale dep:ndent. Small 
mesoscale features an:l narrew l:aroclinic zones rray not be well resolved. 

All N-IP rrcdels have their limitations. There are limitations in the equa
tions that are integrated to the future. That is, all the governing laws de
scribing atmospheric rrotion are not fully known and/or terms are neglected in 
their rrathenatical developrent. These include horizontal and vertical resolu
tion, truncation errors, incanplete boundary conditions, and incanplete or erro
neous physics rarameterizations (terrain, dial:atic heating such as latent heat 
release, dry and rroist convective adjustments, boundary layer, etc.). 

Finally, there are limitations to atmospheric predictability (i.e., "chaos" 
is the rule). Verification studies sha.<r that initial errors grew, and double in 
two to three days (Holton, 1979). The srrallest scales are affected first, with 
subsequent error grewth limiting useful forecast to two to three weeks. The 
highest predictability is for largest scales (lew zonal and meridional wave 
numbers). Even with p:rfect rrcdels, the initial state is always contaminated 
with error. With p:rfect observations, there will always be unresolvable scales 
of rrotion that eventually will cascade up to the larger scales. 

b. Surma:ry of N\IP Models Available to Field Forecasters 

The NMC NVP rrcdels available to WSF0 1 s are the NGM, RGL, AVN, MRF, LFM 
ERL. The details of each of these rrcdels fran the TE3 1 s are surmarized belew. 
Considerably rrore detail can be found fran the TE3 1 s listed in the bibliography 
(as well as those not listed) • 

The Nested Grid M::Jdel (l'GM) is the forecast rrcdel of NM::: 1 s Regional Analy
sis and Forecast System (RAPS) . RAPS consists of three CCII!p..ltational canpo
nents: (1) the Regional Optirrrum Interpolation analysis (ROI), (2) the Nonlinear 
Normal Mode Initialization (NNMI) step, and (3) the Nested Grid Model (NGM) 
prediction canponent. 

The NGM is a 16-layer vertical resolution (sigma cocrdinates), hemispheric, 
grid point primitive-equation mcdel. It is run op:rationally in a three-grid 
(staggered grid) configuration with its greatest horizontal resolution CNer 
North Airerica. Resolution of its innerrrost grid (CNer North Airerica) is 91.5 krn 
at 60° North latitude (polar stereographic rrap projection). 
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The NGM analysis incorp:>rates significant level data. Its analysis 
variables are height, wind, and specific J:rumidity. Also, the regional analysis 
uses satellite tanperature Observations to construct height corrections to the 
first guess, and makes wind corrections assuming that the wind and height are 
geostropucally related (the LFM does not do the above). The analysis of the 
NGM uses three dirrensional, nrultivariate opt:irral inteqnlation. 

Non-linear normal mode initialization provides the initial fields for the 
NGM forecast (initialization comes after the analysis step). This initializa
tion consists of setting the amplitude and time tendency of high frequency 
gravity waves to zero. M.Ich of the details of the P,Ysics of the NGM can be 
found in TID Series No. 363. 

The Aviation model (AVN) is simply the NM:'s Glcibal Spectral r.bdel run to 
72 hours. It has a horizontal resolution of 80 triangular truncation waves 
(T80). The model has 18 vertical layers. The T80 truncation works out to an 
effective grid size of about 150 km in mid-latitudes (remember that this is IDI' 
A FINITE-DIFFERENCE M:>DEL! -- THE FORECASTS ARE CONE IN WAVE SWI.CE) • The AVN 
uses a version of optimum interpolation for analysis and NNMI for 
initialization. 

The Medium Range Forecast (MRF) uses the sane model as that of the AVN, but 
it is integrated out to ten days. It runs only at OOZ since it takes so much 
canputer time (see TID's for details). The model provides guidance for medium 
range outlooks. 

The LFM (Limited-area Fine Mesh) has the earliest data cut-off time, and 
the l<Mest horizontal and vertical resolutions of the models. Its analysis, 
initialization, and forecasts are for a relatively small area (centered on North 
AnErica). It is the first l'WP output to the field. Hence, the term "early" 
(ERLl- that field forecasters are familiar with. The model has seven vertical 
layers (the first three layers typically extend frcrn the surface to above 500 
rnb) with a rorizontal resolution of 190.5 km at 60° N::>rth latitude. The 
analysis considers only mandatory level data and uses the distance dependent 
Cressman successive corrective Ill8thod. The LFM's initialization consists of 
simply rerroving the divergent (irrotationall part of the analyzed wind field. 
Please see the listed TID's for details of the model's P,Ysics. 

c. Example of "Antiguidance" 

The intention of the above discussion was to serve both as background 
inforrration and as stinrulation to forecasters to do further investigation of l'WP 
and the operational guidance available. A case of "antiguidance" is n<M 

discussed. It occurred on SUnday, May 1, 1988. 

The numerical model output based on 12Z SUnday data is sh<Mn. 'Ib sh<M 
other ''mo:iel nms" would require too much length given the purp:>se of this 
paper. Also, not all the fields of output ("all panels") can be sh<Mn. Only a 
fEW selected panels to illustrate the main p:>ints are presented. 

On Sunday, May 1, 1988, during the day shift at WSFO Oleyenne, a winter 
stonn watch for the southeastem half of Wycrning was issued to go into effect 
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for the follO/I'ing M:>n:lay and M:>nday night. Advisories were IX)sted for the rest 
of the state. Other WSFO's 0<1er the Northem Rockies and Northem Plains were 
in at least general agreement with the thinking of WSFO Cheyenne. 

Figure 1 is the 500 mb analysis for 12Z SUnday, May 1. There is a trough 
in the height field at about 114CWest longitude with a long wave ridge dolm
stream fran Wyaning 0<1er the central u.s. The 10//'est 500 mb heights are just 
east of Ely, Nevada. Note that the rragnitude of the velocity field is a bit 
stronger west of the trough than to its east. [At 300 mb for this time (not 
sh=n), there were two wind SJ;:eed rraxirra (of about equal rragnitude), one east 
and one west of the trough.] Also, dbserve on Fig. 1 the height falls southeast 
of the 10//'est 500 mb heights. Additionally, the trough in the tEmr;erature field 
is west of the trough in the height field. Thus, quasi-geostroPhic theory 
(Holton, 1979) suggests that the trough is still "digging." The eastem 300 mb 

wind rraximum rray be indicative of a seprrate upper troJ;XJsPheric short wave 
rotating northeastward around the "digging" geoJ;XJtential trough (that did turn 
out to be the case) • Because of the strong evidence fran the analyses of 
cyclonic vorticity advection and differential cold advection into the trough, 
one would expect that a closed cyclonic circulation would evolve and rrove 
slO/I'ly eastward. With that being the case, Wyaning would not get a severe 
sncmstorrn. While pr0<1ing the abO<Ie arg\l[[i2Ilt requires carq:utations, a 
rreteorologist should qualitatively see this instantly. 

But what did the available nurrerical guidance fran NMC sh=? Figure 2 is a 
plot of the forecasted IX)sitions of the "500 mb 1=" and its associated rraximum 
in absolute vorticity (or "vort rrax"). The solid line is the NGM, dashed the 
AVN, and the dots are for the LFM. Fran Fig. 2 we see that the NGM is the 
farthest north, with the LFM sh=ing the rrost southerly track with respect to 
Wyaning. The forecasts for the other fields (such as the J;XJSitions of the 
surface 1011', 700mb height and vertical rrotion, relative humidity, QPF, etc.) 
all follO/I'ed suit with the 500 mb forecasts. 

Figure 3 is the 36 hour N3M 700 mb height and vertical velocity forecast 
valid OOZ Tuesday, May 3, 19 88. Note the closed 10/1' 0<1er east em Colorado and 
+15 micrdbars (10E-06 bars: what is actually sh=n is negative vertical velocity 
in pressure coordinates, or "negative anega") per second u];Ward vertical rrotion 
along the eastern border of Wyaning. The model also predicted greater than 90 
r;ercent rrean relative humidity for all of Wyaning except the extreme west for 
this time. For the whole 48 hour integration starting 12Z Sunday, May 1, 1988, 
the model predicted rrore than two inches of liquid precipitation at CYS (which 
would have been more than 20 inches of sncm since it was cold enough) • Figure 4 
is the sarre forecast product fran the AVN model. It shows the sarre features as 
Fig. 3, but a little farther south and east. As can be seen fran recalling Fig. 
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FIGURE 1: 500 MB ANALYSIS VALID 12Z SUNDAY MAY 1 1988. SOLID 
LINES ARE THE HEIGHT CONTOURS, DASHED THE ISOTHERMS. STATION 
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IGNOR OTHER LINES. 
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FIGURE 2: MAP DEPICTING THE TRACKS OF THE 500 MB LOW CTHE L'sl 
AND MAXIMUM OF SOP MB ABSOLUTE VORTICITY CTHE X'sl FOR THE 12Z 
SUNDAY MAY 1 DATA. THE SOLID LINE IS FOR THE NGM, DASHED THE AVN, 
AND DOTTED THE LFM. THE PLOTTING STARTS WITH THE 12-HR FORECAST 
VALID OOZ MONDAY MAY 2, 1988. EACH PLOTTED POSITION ARE FOR THE 
INCREMENTAL 12-HR FORECASTS, WITH THE TIME FOR THE LATEST PLOT 
BEING 12Z TUESDAY, MAY 3, 1988. FOR THIS FIGURE, THE TIME FOR THE 
PLOTS PROCEEDS GENERALLY FROM LEFT TO RIGHT. 
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2, the AVE was a canpranise between the NGM and LFM (this was true for all model 
output.) 

Figure 5 sllcM>'s the 48 h:>ur NGM forecast of sea level surface pressure and 
1000-500 nb thickness valid 12Z Tuesday, May 3, 1988. N:lte the surface lew over 
extrane rorthem Kansas. The model was rroving the lewest surface pressure 
slewly northeastward fran eastem Colorado starting 12Z M:mday to the p:>sition 
sllcM>'n in Fig. 5 • Also, observe the rragni tude of the pressure gradient across 
eastem Wyaning. If this model were to verify, blizzard conditions would occur 

· by Tuesday rrorning. The corresp:>nding 48 h:>ur AVN (not shown) was essentially 
identical to Fig. 5 and it also tended to rrove the surface lew northeastward. 
Figure 6 is the same as Fig. 5 except for the LFM. N:lte that while the LFM sees 
a weak lew over central Colorado, the principal surface lew is over extrerre 
northeastem Te:xas. Also, the model was rroving the surface lew east
southeastward fran 12Z M:mday to 12Z Tuesday. The LFM was in sharp disagreerrent 
with the other two models. If the LFM scenario were to verify, Wycrning would 
receive sane sna.;, but not a winter stonn as defined by NtiS criteria. For 
canpleteness, the MRF was "not used" since it is available only with OOZ runs 
and not all of it's output is available on AFDS to WSFO Cheyenne. Hewever, it's 
500 mb forecasts were in agreerrent with the AVN and NG!. 

As stated earlier, a winter stonn watch was p:>sted for about the southeast
em half of Wycming en Sunday, M:ty 1 to <;p into effect for MJnday and l>bnday 
night. The Sunday evening shift updated the watch to a warning. That was 
because the NGM run based on OOZ Monday data was essentially identical in all 
aspects to the 12Z Sunday run. The ovemight AVN run was also "the same" as the 
12Z Sunday run. The OOZ MJnday LFM continued to be different in rroving the lew 
and all fields eastward, not essentially straight north like the other two 
models. The midnight shift continued the waming. Until the model runs based 
on 12Z MJnday data were available, at least four sets of model output (starting 
with the 12Z Saturday runs) fran the AVN, NGM, and LFM were the same in their 
forecasts like that sham for 12Z Sunday output. Forecasters went with the NGM 
and AVN, and "threw rut" the LFM. 

So what happened? The LFM was the winner and the warnings were a big 
bust!! Refe=ing back to the previrus discussions, there was an upper tropc
s];heric rrax:irrum in cyclonic relative vorticity rotating around the "digging" 
trough. The first effect of this was to generate an area of snew that did m:JII'e 
northward across eastem Wyaning on the rroming of M:ty 2. With there being near 
blizzard conditions in Cheyenne during the rroming rush hour (before 8:00 a.m.), 
and since there was a winter stonn warning in effect, pUblic officials called 
off sch:>ol. Serious consideration was also given to closing state and local 
offices. HcMever, since the rrain system rroved ·straight eastward fran Colorado 
(the lew was "vertically stacked" starting around 12Z MJnday) to eventually the 

Ohio Valley, the snow ended during the rroming. Major forecast revisions were 
needed. About two inches fell at WSFO Cheyenne, not 20 inches!! 
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The m::del runs based on 12Z M:Jnday data all were in agreenent with rroving 
the la-J at all levels eastward. This is what the LFM sha-Jed 24 hours ago. An 
effect of the "upp::!r level vort rre.x" discussed above might have been to cause 
both the AVN and N3M to produce such large forecast errors. With their 
elaborate J;Brameterizations of P,Ysics, high resolution (es];)ecially the NGM), 
and soPhisticated initialization procedures the NGM and AVN models overdevelo];led 
the first northeastward rroving "upp::!r level vort rre.x." It is well beyond the 
sco];le of this J;B];ler to prove this. Ha-Jever, the reader is strongly urged to 
review the referenced TPB's and to study textbooks about NVP and dynamics to 
help in finding answers to what the author believes is becaning a rrajor problem 
for forecasters -- "antiguidance" (an excellent textbcok bY Hal tiner and 
Williams is given in the reference list). 

For this J;Brticular case, there was evidence that the trough in the middle 
and upo:er troiX>sPhere was still "digging" at 12Z SUnday, May 1. Yet, the NG! 
and AVN were suggesting the storm would move essentially straight north after 
12Z M::mday, May 2. This solution seemed reasonable to rrost forecasters because 
of the presence of a large amplitude downstream ridge over the central u.s. and 
strong "upstream kicker." [As seen in Fig. 3, the AVN showed a closed la-J with 
a trough in the 700 mb height field northwest to southeast oriented approaching 
the Pacific Northwest - this storm did deepen da-Jn the West Coast a few days 
later]. Thus to neny forecasters, with such a strong storm upstream and ''big 
ridge" da-Jnstream, the developing closed la-J at all levels had "no where to go" 
but north after 12Z M:lnday (even the NM: heavy sna-J discussion was predicting = to be rreasured in feet over southeastern Wyaning by Tuesday rrorning, May 
3) • 

More thought (and rraybe res];)eCt) should have been given to both what the 
initial state of the atrrosPhere and LFM were "trying to say" that Sunday 
rrorning. Most forecasters felt the downstream ridge was a ''block." This kind 
of terminology can be very misleading. Nothing in the atrrosr:here behaves like a 
block of wocd. The atrrosPhere is a fluid g:Nerned bY P,Ysical laws that are 
constantly ongoing. It rrakes absolutely no sense to say that the da-Jnstream 
ridge would stop this Rocky Mountain storm fran rroving east. 

3. Cbnclusions 

Too often, field forecasters encounter situations where output fran each of 
the oo:erational NMC nurerical models has it's = solution about the future 
state of the atrrosPhere. Many tirres, these solutions can be radically different 
fran each other. These cases where different nurerical m::dels have different 
solutions is what has been defined as "antiguidance." If forecasters becane teo 
deJ;Jendent on the m::dels, then these "antiguidance" situations can hurt o];lera
tional forecasting and NVS credibility. 

No tangible product can be given to forecasters that would solve this 
problem. The key is remembering that models are only guidance -- the final 
forecast decision nrust cane fran an understanding of the dynamics of the atmo
sphere and kna-Jledge of the resolution and physics of the various NMC NVP 
rrodels. Results of previous NVP verification studies, although helpful, will 
not work every tirre. Forecasters must constantly review and understand 
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atmos;:heric dynamics and NVP to rrore easily CO"f:E with difficult forecasting 
situations. 

Finally, other forms of guidance to forecasters are also available. 
include MOS (rrodel output statistics) analog studies and decision trees. 

These 
The 

latter is especially true for situations involving whether or not severe 
convection will develop. These are fine as long as it is reroenbered that these 
are only forecasting aids and will not work every time, especially during 
"antiguidance." The screaming message to forecasters is to think and leam more 
about atmos;:heric dynamics and NVP for all time and sp3.ce scales. 
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It was a leisurely afternoon in the forecast office in Louisville, 
Kentucky. Skies were clear, winds were light, tE!rllperatures hovered near 70 and 
dew tDints registered in the 30's. It was the last day in April, 1988, another 
dry day that concluded another rronth that went into the records with signifi
cantly less than normal monthly precipitation. 

At 4:30 that afternocn a call carre into the forecast office fran 
Sellersburg state ]:Olice in southern Irrliana. A sanewhat shaken voice re]:Orted 
that a tornado had leveled a greenhouse in New Albany, Indiana, five miles 
northwest of Louisville. Five people were hospitalized as a result of injuries 
incurred by flying debris as the greenhouse was destroyed. The structure of the 
greenhouse ocnsisted of cement block and wood with a transparent plastic cover. 

Forecasters at the forecast office in Louisville were momentarily without 
an explanation and quite skeptical of the re]:Ort on a day when skies were clear 
across northern Kentucky ani southern Indiana. After further description of the 
event and a close examination of current weather ocnditions, the staff decided 
that a whirlwind, rrost likely a dust devil, had leveled the greenhouse. 

2. The Pre-Devil Environment 

The single most important element for the formation of dust devils is 
thermal convection. This whirlwirrl is spawned by absolute instability in the 
lCMest layers of the atrrosphere caused by intense heating of the earth's 
surface. The lapse rate oftentimes greatly exceeds the dry adiabatic, becaning 
extremely superadiabatic in a layer fran the ground to about 0.5 meters. Fran 
0.5 to 10 rreters the lapse rate is strongly sur;eradiabatic with the layer con
tinuing moderately superadiabatic up to about one kilometer. 

McClelland, SnCM, and Conner (1986), in a study of dust devils, found that 
when the lapse rate fran 0.5 to 10 meters reached a value of approx:irrately 0.25 
degrees Celsius per meter the first devils developed. The first occurrences 
were around solar nocn with the activity increasing during mid afternocn as the 
lapse rate increased to 0.38 degrees Celsius per meter. At that tirne, the 
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rraximum soil surface temperatures and convective heat flux were occurring. The 
last devils were observed during late afternoon with cessation occurring as the 
lapse rate decreased to less than 0.25 degrees Celsius _per meter. 

If the single most important element for the formation of dust devils is 
thermal convection, then the effects of wind, cloud cover, and to:.:ograpby must 
be examined. Cloud c01rer is directly related to the vertical stability of the 
la-;er atmost:here. Cloud cover negates the intense heating of the earth • s sur
face needed for strong thenrals, thereby acting as a depressing factor on the 
formation of dust devils. 

Wind speed plays an equally important role on dust devil activity. As 
winds increase, an increase in the vertical mixing of the boundary layer is 
produced. Sinclair (1969) stated that this weakening of the su_peradiabatic 
lapse rate has a dampening effect on dust devil vertical development by shearing 
off the tor::s close to the ground. Thus, for this case study, conditions for 
devil formation were ideal with boundary layer winds of one to ten miles an 
hour. 

Flat surfaces which are the best radiators of heat, such as blacktop and 
dry, dusty soil, are also best for the formation of dust devils. Surfaces with 
less ability to absorb heat, such as grasslands, forests, marshes, etc., will 
produce significantly fewer and weaker thermals. 

3. Source of Vorticity 

Vorticity, simply meaning the spin of a r:arcel of air, must be present -·.J 
within a dust devil. The turning motion must be present before the devil vortex -. 
develops. Past studies of dust devils have indicated several p::Jssible sources 
of vorticity in the vertical. 

Maxwortby (1973) s_peculates on the source of vertical vorticity dust devil. 
He states that the horizontal vorticity in the boundary flav is translated into 
the vertical vorticity. As thenrals develop, local lao; level convergence occurs 
and any existing ambient vertical vorticity is affected and a vortex is forrred. 
For the vortex to continue and gra-;, this feed and changeCNer of horizontal to 
vertical vorticity must continue. 

carroll and Ryan (1970) s_peculated that the source for vertical vorticity 
is created by the strong updrafts fran the earth's surface (convective heat 
transfer in the vertical) and the coinciding down:irafts. The down:irafts, di
verging horizontally and asymrretrically, would cause short-lived areas of local 
horizontal shear thus prCNiding a possible source for vertical vorticity. 

4. The Event 

On April 30, 1988, a dust devil destroyed a greenhouse five miles northwest 
of Louisville, Kentucky (Fig. 1). The damage to the greenhouse and its contents 
was estimated at $4,000. The structure was built on a flat surface covered by 
blacktop. Directly across the higtway was a pla-;ed field surrounded by green 
vegetation. The damage ooserved (twisted rretal, pieces of wood thra-;n 100 feet, 
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plastic and other rraterial wrap.P'rl around electrical wires above) in:Ucated wind ') 
speeds on either side of the devil in the 50 to 70 mile an hour range. 

The a.mer of the greenhouse, on his way to inspect the darrage, noticed 
anpty plant containers fran the greenhalse a mile away. Strong vertical rrotions 
associated with large dust devils in the deserts of the west lave been cbserved 
to reach above 5,000 feet, but it is likely th:lt a dust devil in the l~r Ohio 
valley rray have vertical rrotions reaching cnly fran 100 to 200 feet. 

5. Weather Analysis 

A cool and dry air rrass lay aver Kentucky on April 30, 1988. Surface high 
pressure was centered over Illinois (Fig. 2) rroving southeast. After an early
rrorning low in the mid-40's, tan:~;eratures rose steadily under sunshine to around 
70 by mid afternoon, despite weak cold advection. Dew points in the 30's indi
cated any cumulus developrent would likely result in less than 5/10 sky coverage 
with convective tEI!I);eratures on upstream rrorning soundings around 70. 

By late afternoon, a few cumulus did develoF> (see SDF observations - Table 
1) but the low level air was too dry to support rrore than a tenth of coverage. 
The presence of cumulus, despite the low dew points, was a sign of strong 
thennals and associated vertical lift. The OOZ Daytcn sounding tbat evening 
(Fig. 3) indicated a strong su:~;eradiabatic lapse rate in the lowest layers. 

6. Conclusion 

A whirlwind reaching destructive force in the l~r Ohio Valley is a rare 
event. The purpose of this J;aper was to better acquaint those of us in the 
eastern u.s. to this local wann core, low pressure weather I=henanenon, and to 
provide the elements necessary for its forrration. 

Very dry soil conditions in much of the eastern u.s. canbined with hot but 
unusually dry air during the spring and early swrner of 1988 led to a drarratic 
increase in the number of whirlwinds reported to the forecast office in 
Louisville. The whirlwind th:lt develo.P'rl into an a:pf:arent dust devil in New 
Albany, Indiana, forrred on a day when soil conditions were dry, topography in 
the area was ideal for strong therrrals, low level rroisture was scant, preventing 
cloud developrent, and thus allowing the lapse rate to becane strongly su:~;eradi
abatic in the lowest layers. 
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